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Semantic priming is very robust in tasks involving the recognition of words in 
isolation, such as lexical decision tasks (LDT)1, while quite limited during text reading2. In 
three experiments, the manual response mode typically used in isolated word recognition 
tasks was replaced with an eye-movement response through a sequence of four words, and 
ex-Gaussian models were used to evaluate the contributions of response mode and task 
goals to the distributional pattern of semantic priming. Experimental prime-target pairs 
appeared in the first and second position of each set. These ocular response tasks combine 
the explicit control of task goals found in isolated word recognition tasks with the fast and 
highly practiced ocular response used in reading text. 
In Experiment 1 (ocular LDT), each trial set contained a combination of words and 
nonwords. Participants were asked to move their eyes forward to the next item in the set to 
indicate an affirmative LD, and to press a button to indicate detection of a nonword. Target 
word gaze durations showed a reliable semantic priming effect, t1(31) = 4.5, t2(119) = 6.7. 
Importantly, priming was most pronounced for slower responses, with ex-Gaussian fits 
showing a significant effect on τ, t(29) = 2.4, while the effect on µ was not significant, t(29) = 
1.1. This pattern suggests that ocular LDs reflect the flexible recruitment of prime information 
on trials with more effortful target resolution. In the next two experiments, we assessed the 
extent to which this retrospective priming effect depends on LDT specific decision 
processes. In Experiment 2, participants read sequences of words (e.g., “spring summer 
mustard wolf”) and indicated whether a subsequent probe word (e.g., “sky”) had been 
among the set they just saw. Whereas the overall magnitude of the priming effect on target 
word gaze durations was smaller than in the ocular LDT, we continued to observe an 
increase in priming across the slow tail of the distribution, τ: t(29) = 3.0, and little to no 
priming in the fast tail of the distribution, µ: t(29) = -.6. This pattern suggests that prime 
information is flexibly recruited when word recognition is more difficult, even when this 
difficulty is due to inherent difficulties in lexical encoding rather than the meta-linguistic 
judgment in an LDT. Experiment 3 increased task difficulty by using foil probes that were 
orthographically similar to one of the words in the sequence (e.g., “spring summer mustard 
wolf,” probe: “mustang”). Reflecting the need to encode more carefully, gaze durations were 
significantly slower than in Experiment 2, t1(58) = -3.1, t2(478) = -28.5. Critically, there was 
no difference between Experiments 2 and 3 in the magnitude of the priming effect, F<1, or in 
the extent to which priming increased over the course of the distribution, F(1,58)=1.8. Even 
though greater encoding difficulty generally resulted in greater priming, the priming effect did 
not increase when difficulty was specifically associated with encoding orthographic 
information. 
These findings do not support the interpretation that semantic priming results from a 
prospective, pre-activation process, since priming affected slow but not fast responses. 
Instead, the τ-based priming effect suggests a retrospective use of the prime-target 
relationship to facilitate task performance, such that slow, effortful responses rely more 
heavily on related prime information than fast, easy responses. Importantly, this effect is not 
unique to the LDT, as Experiments 2 and 3 showed that contextual information can be 
flexibly recruited to facilitate word recognition for the purpose of memory encoding or 
comprehension in the absence of any task-based decisional requirements.  
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